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THE KASPER GROUP

WELCOME TO 3712 N MARSHFIELD 
SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP    AWARD WINNING SCHOOLS   VIBRANT LAKE VIEW 

Welcome to 3712 N. Marshfield, an O’Donnell Builders home. This exciting new construction single 
family home features: 6 spacious bedrooms, 4 full & 2 half luxury baths, and a gracious foyer entry  
that welcomes you to the open and airy living & dining rooms. Through the beautifully appointed 
butler’s pantry a commercial grade eat-in chef's kitchen with SubZero | Wolf | Bosch appliances, 
custom Amish Cabinetry, built-in banquette seating and walk-in pantry create the perfect gathering 
space for meals with friends and family. The adjoining great room is a wonderful extension of that 
space, providing a relaxed and chic environment with built-in cabinetry and fireplace, giving enough 
separation while maintaining that warm flow. This wonderful home also features six spacious 
bedrooms, a second floor with 4 bedrooms and 3 full baths and laundry. Here you find the  
expansive master suite with his & hers walk in closets, luxe spa master bath with heated marble 
flooring, steam shower and oversized free standing tub. The expansive radiant heated lower level 
includes a huge family room with wet bar, fifth bedroom (ensuite), and sixth bedroom (which may be 
used as an office) and stylish powder room. Additional features include: stylish mud area leading to 
lovely rear yard with brick paver patio and finished trex garage roof deck. A distinctive Hardie home 
with designer finishes throughout, well situated in sought after Blaine School District. Welcome 
home!
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O’DONNELL BUILDERS 

ABOUT US 

O’Donnell Construction has gained the respect 
and trust of the neighborhood and community 
as he has built and closed two homes, which 
both clients are more than happy to discuss 
their experience with you as well as give their 
referral. 
The experienced builder has thoughtfully 
designed and is completing this gorgeous 
single family home for individuals that enjoy the 
pace of city living, but desire a floor-plan and 
comfort of a larger home within walking 
distance to Chicago’s finest restaurants, school, 

shopping, public transportation and creative 
centers for the arts. 
Below is a list of some of other fine homes built 
by O’Donnell Construction, whom has great 
pride of repeat customers. The heart of 
O’Donnell Construction’s business is built upon 
referrals from homeowners whom have gone 
through the new construction process and 
entrust him in superior quality and service. 
Happy customers and long-term relationships is 
his goal. 
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GALLERY: THE MAIN LEVEL 
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GALLERY: THE SECOND LEVEL 
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GALLERY: THE LOWER LEVEL 
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GALLERY: OUTDOOR SPACE 
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TESTIMONIALS 
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THE KASPER GROUP

“We had a wonderful experience working with Pat.  After many months of searching for the right home, our agent 
brought us to see a spec home Pat was building. We immediately recognized that the quality of Pat's work and his 
attention to detail set his home apart from the many we had seen in the preceding year. At the time we contracted with 
Pat, the structure of the house had been completed, but the appliances, fixtures, paint colors, floors, etc. had not yet 
been done. We were excited by the prospect of picking those ourselves. Pat made the process of customizing the home 
as seamless as possible. We always felt that he genuinely wanted to build what we envisioned, and he was consistently 
responsive, considerate and flexible. He did an outstanding job of prioritizing decisions for us and keeping us apprised 
of relevant deadlines. As working professionals, we found that invaluable. What we know now - and what we didn't 
know at the outset - is just how important it is to choose the right builder when buying a brand new house - even one 
that is close to complete. It's an involved process, and it's important to have a great partner like Pat.  
We had a great experience, and feel extremely fortunate to have been able to work with Pat on our home. He knows 
what he's doing and is a consummate pro. Pat is extremely thoughtful in every aspect of his work, and we couldn't be 
more pleased. We enthusiastically recommend his work without reservation. “ 
- Mike Hendershot and Molly DiRago 

“My wife and I could not have been more satisfied with our decision to work with Pat. Pat went out f his way to ensure 
all of our thoughts, questions and requests were addressed openly and timely. We went under contract 45 days from 
delivery and close. Working diligently with Pat, we were able to customize our dream home to ensure an on-time 
delivery without making any sacrifices while staying on budget. I don’t know how we could have made it through the 
process without Pat’s professional yet practical advice, his daily involvement in the details and efficient management of 
every activity. We have been in the home for 3 months and Pat is still readily available for the inevitable question or 
punch list item we overlooked.  
If you are considering Pat, you have already committed to an exceptional high quality home but if you are unsure about 
the builder buyer relationship or process, rest assured you will not be disappointed. The process surrounding building a 
new home can be one filled with stress. Having someone on the other end whose goal is to make the new owners truly 
happy in the end is paramount. Pat will do whatever possible to ensure you are elated on move in day! Finally, know 
that Pat does it all with a smile on his face; he is a true joy to work with.” 
- Ben and Julie 

“We are in the process of building a home with O’Donnell Builders at 2236 W. Cullom  Avenue. We have really enjoyed 
working with Pat O’Donnell and are happy to share our experience thus far.  
This is our third building experience, having built two other homes in Ohio, and it is easily the best. We have seen a 
number of Pat’s houses, in various stages of construction, and have always been impressed by the quality of 
workmanship and his attention to detail. During the process, we have come to appreciate the excellent relationships 
that Pat enjoys with his suppliers and subcontractors. Most important to us is Pat’s approach to building homes. Pat is 
justifiably proud of his work. He is extremely responsive and totally committed to providing the features and details that 
make the house unique to us.  
We could not be happier with Pat and how our project is progressing. We recommend Pat and O’Donnell Builders 
highly and without reservation. “ 
- Ann and Ron Okada
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“My husband and I met with several builders when we decided we were interested in building a home. It quickly 
became clear that Pat O’Donnell was the right choice for us. Pat puts a level of pride and commitment to quality that 
was second to none - both details that are clearly evident in walking through one of his homes and construction 
elements that I would have never known about, but provide us with a stronger, more reliable home for the future. 
Pat was a delight to work with throughout the entire building process, helping us to navigate the myriad of 
decisions with a warm attitude. He was flexible, accommodating and easily available for any questions I had 
through the process. After moving in, he has been equally responsive and helpful with any questions we have had. 
He is truly just wonderful to work with and I would enthusiastically recommend him to anyone looking to build a 
new home. Beyond his skills as a builder, we genuinely enjoy him a as person and feel fortunate to have worked 
with him on our home. “ 
- Brad and Amy O’Dell 

“My husband and I discovered an O’Donnell construction property in our lengthy home search and we were 
instantly impressed by the quality of his work. Upon meeting Pat O’Donnell, it is obvious that he puts a unique level 
of care, attention to detail and expertise into his homes. Our relationship with Pat began when our home was just a 
frame and continued through the most aesthetic of final touches. Throughout the duration of building the house, we 
met with Pat on a routine basis to see the progress of the project and customize as desired. We are a busy family 
with a young child and Pat’s flexible schedule and availability were instrumental to the process. Pat was patient with 
our questions (and we had a lot) and made it clear through his actions that he wanted to make us happy. Not only 
did we personally enjoy working with Pat, but we trusted his commitment to our home.”  
- Laura and Jason Rizzo 

“Working with Pat on the construction of our new home surpassed all of our expectations. From the time we went 
under contract onward, he was helpful, responsive to our concerns and really went out of his way to make sure 
everything turned out just how we wanted it. He made modifications whenever it was possible, gave really good 
advice and was a pleasure to work with. After we closed on the home, nothing changed. Any small issues that came 
up, he was there quickly and solved the problem professionally and he remains easy to get in touch with and was a 
useful resource for all things related to maintaining our home. In what could have been a stressful (or even painful) 
process, Pat has made everything go much better than we could ever imagine.” 
-Rai Kalhan MD and Suan Tsai MD 

“My wife and I are very busy professionals. We have dreamed of a large patio and a back yard that would all flow 
with the landscaping. With our old house you just can’t do something because there are so many considerations, 
like power lines, catch basins, zoning laws and neighbors. Pat O’Donnell was able to coordinate all of these things 
to everyone’s satisfaction. Pat being on site made sure things stayed the right course. If something is not corrected 
right  then and there then the project can take on a different direction and ultimately you won’t get what you 
wanted. Pat gave us a briefing of the progress and managed our expectations very well. I would highly recommend 
O’Donnell Construction and they will be on our next project.”  
-Greg O’Brien
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GOURMET KITCHEN  
• Amish Custom Cabinetry 
• 42 inch x 8 foot center island with granite countertop 
• Upper cabinets are 54 inches in height 
• 39 inch lower cabinets with a 15 inch upper cabinet 
• All upper cabinets have under cabinet lights 
• Crown molding throughout kitchen and butler pantry cabinetry 
• All cabinet drawers are wood dove-tail with slow close 
• High-end stainless steel appliance package (see attached) 

MASTER SUITE 
• Spa-like master bath with 2 large his and hers vanities 

• Master bath cabinetry by Legends Cabinets 
• Upper Suite bathroom cabinetry in Adams recessed panel door style 

• Grohe Atrio Faucets 
• Heated bathroom floors 
• Steam shower with 1 Grohe hand-held shower head, 1 Grohe stationary and one 12” Grohe 

Rainmaker shower head 
• Complete surround as well as ceiling with full glass enclosure in steam shower 
• Pulse 67” free standing soaking tub 
• Toto Clayton Two-Piece Elongated Toilet 
• Pre-wired for 2 speakers in master bathroom and master bedroom 

UPPER LEVEL SECOND BATHROOM WITH EN-SUITE BATH 
• Walk-in shower with glass frameless door 
• Grohe Eurosmart faucet 
• Legend Continent cabinetry 
• Single-bowl vanity 
• Toto Entrada Elongated Toilet 

UPPER LEVEL THIRD FULL BATH 
• Single-bowl vanity 
• Adjacent soaking tub 
• Grohe Eurosmart faucet 
• Legend cabinetry 
• Toto Entrada Elongated Toilet
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UPPER LEVEL LAUNDRY 
• LG stackable washer and dryer 

POWDER ROOMS AND LOWER LEVEL GUEST BEDROOM WITH ENSUITE BATH 
• Both powder rooms with 30” custom vanity and Grohe Atrio faucets 
• Lower level suite bathroom cabinetry Adams 
• Lower level shower with shower door and handheld shower head with Grohe Eurosmart faucet 
• Toto Entrada Elongated Toilet 

GARAGE 
• 2 car garage with windows and Hardie board surround  
• 17’6” x 7’ door 
• 8’ x 7’ rear garage door 

EXTERIOR | FRONT WALKWAY | REAR YARD 
• HardiePlank®  lap siding is the most popular brand of siding in America and can be found on 

over 4 million homes. With its strength, beauty and durability, HardiPlank®  siding enhances and 
protects homes in all kinds of climates -and now, with the HardieZone™  system, James Hardie 
provides siding with specific performance attributes relative to the climate where the product is 
being used. James Hardie now gives you the optimum siding for your home and climate, 
regardless of location 

• All HardiePlank®  lap siding comes in a variety of looks and textures, all of which are engineered 
for climate. The manufacturer is so sure about how well the HardieZone™  system will perform, 
“HardiePlank®  lap siding comes with a 30 year non-prorated, transferable, limited warranty - our 
strongest warranty ever” abstracted from the manufacturer website: http://www.jameshardie.com/ 

• Radiant heated front steps 
• Situated on the east elevation of the detached 2 car garage is a custom stone fireplace 
• Radiant heated rear all brick paver patio 
• Gas stubbed out to rear patio for future grill 
• Rear yard with six foot cedar fence 
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HARDWOOD FLOORING 
• 3 1/4 white oak hardwood flooring, stained throughout the first floor and second floor 
• All baths except first floor powder rooms to have tile flooring 
• White oak staircases from first to second floor capped stairs to lower level 
• Landing at rear door can be buyer’s choice of either the hardwood floors or builder’s selection of 

tile 
• Buyer has choice of metal or wood spindle provided by builder 

DOORS | TRIM PACKAGE 
• Interior 4 panel Masonite doors 
• 8 foot doors throughout first floor 
• 7 foot for remainder of doors 
• French doors in lower level bedroom/office 
• 3x8 foot front door with 2 raised panels - manufactured by Rouge Valley 
• 7 1/4” base throughout first floor 
• 5 1/4” base remainder of house 
• 5 1/4” crown throughout home 

INSULATION 
• Enhanced insulation throughout home is blown in open and closed cell foam insulation 

MECHANICALS 
• 2 Nest thermostats 
• 1 boiler for radiant heat, basement only 
• 2 HEIL high efficiency furnaces located in the lower level and second floor 
• 2 HEIL air conditioning units 
• 2 HEIL humidifiers 
• 1 Wood-burning fireplace & 1 gas fireplace 
• 1 AO Smith 75 gallon hot water tank 
• 1 ejector pump 
• 1 sump pump 
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ALARM 
• Napco Gemini multi-zone alarm 
• 3 keypad stations 
• Contacts at front and rear doors 
• All lower level windows and glass break in rooms  
• 3 motion detectors 
• 1 siren 

PRE-WIRED WITH 5 SPEAKERS FOR FUTURE DOLBY SURROUND SOUND IN THE 
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
• 5 speakers in the first floor family room 
• 5 speakers in lower level family room 
• 1 speaker in the kitchen 
• Pre-wired for 2 speakers in the master bedroom, master bath, rear patio and garage 
• Pre-wired for cameras at the rear of the home, alley and front door 

CAT 5E PHONE AND RG6U CABLE AND TV WIRE COMBINATION JACKS AS 
FOLLOWS: 
• 1 kitchen 
• 2 first floor family room each to have 1 additional RG6U cable 
• 1 pre-wire plasma TV above fireplace 
• 2 in each of the 5 bedrooms 
• RG6CU cables to attic for future satellite dish 
• All wiring into closet of the middle lower bedroom  
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BATHROOM COUNTERS 
• Granite or Quartz through builder’s selection 

BATHROOM TILE 
• $6/sq ft for all tile - material only 

BATHROOM + KITCHEN HARDWARE + BATHROOM MIRRORS 
• $3,000 

KITCHEN BACKSPLASH 
• ~$15/sq ft for tile - material only 

KITCHEN COUNTERTOP 
• Granite or Quartz through builder’s selection 

CLOSET ALLOWANCE 
• $9,000 

CARPET ALLOWANCE 
• $4/sq ft carpeting allowance for installation and padding 

PAINT ALLOWANCE 
• Buyer’s choice of up to 6 Benjamin Moore or Sherwin Williams paint colors; all trim/doors painted 

semi gloss and the same color 

LAUNDRY ROOM COUNTERTOP 
• Granite or Quartz through builder’s selection 

STAIRCASE SPINDLES 
• Buyer can choose from builder’s selection of metal or wood spindles 

LIGHTING ALLOWANCE 
• $8,000 total 

*Buyers may swap fixtures for like materials per builder’s allowance.

ALLOWANCES
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KITCHEN + BUTLER’S PANTRY 
SUBZERO 42” REFRIGERATOR 

WOLF 36” GAS RANGE 6 BURNER + RED KNOBS 

BEST 36 1/2” POWER PACK HOOD 

WOLF 30” SINGLE OVEN 

WOLF 30” MICROWAVE 

BOSCH 24” DISHWASHER 

DANBY WINE COOLER 

DANBY BEVERAGE CENTER 

LOWER LEVEL 
DANBY BEVERAGE CENTER 

LAUNDRY 
LG FRONT LOAD WASHER 

LG FRONT LOAD GAS DRYER



ABOUT US: THE KASPER GROUP

RICH KASPER IS A KEY MEMBER OF THE COMPASS REAL 
ESTATE TEAM IN CHICAGO AND PRESIDENT OF THE 
KASPER GROUP.  
As a co-founder and owner of Conlon: A Real Estate Company, 
Rich helped guide the merger of these two great companies in 
2018. Accredited as one of Chicago's top producing agents, 
Rich has over $800 million in sales to date and more than 20 
years of experience in selling real estate. His team members 
follow in striving to deliver the same consistent and exceptional 
service he is known for.

RICH KASPER 
Compass Real Estate 

2044 W. Roscoe Street | Chicago 

773.919.4333 | kasper@Compass.com
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